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Abstract

The current state of the consumer electronics can be characterized by moving from a single purpose device to multifunctional devices and by moving from an isolated device to networked devices. In this last respect, it is important that people do not face the complexities of setting up network connections between devices. Cumbersome network settings can possibly be dealt with in the computer world but certainly not in the consumer electronics world.

1. Introduction

Today, various public transport agencies in Europe, the United States, and Japan have piloted and implemented the use of NFC-enabled mobile phones. NFC [1][2] is used in the context of transport ticketing in gateless systems to enable a simple start-up program. Other trials have added retail contactless payment cards to the ticketing options. Multiple applications, including online payment and over-the-air ticketing, have also been enabled by the phone. The following sections give a general overview of the use of NFC technology and its application in a transport and ticketing environment.

NFC is a standards-based, short-range wireless [12][15][16] connectivity technology that enables simple and intuitive two-way interactions between electronic devices. With NFC technology, consumers can perform contactless transactions, access digital content and connect NFC-enabled devices with a single touch.

NFC simplifies setup of some longer-range wireless technologies, such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. It is also compatible with the global contactless standards [2][3][ISO 14443 and/or ISO 18092], which means transport agencies that have already deployed contactless programs enjoy a built-in advantage, as their equipment may readily interact.

1.1. Transfer of content

Let’s say you went somewhere on a trip and you took lots of pictures with your Mobile phone or...
camera and you want to show them to your friends on a big screen like TV or LED.

Fig: 2. Take Picture
And show it on the TV by touching the “hot spot” of the TV with the Mobile Device.

Fig: 2.1. Show Picture on Big Screen.

Let’s take another example. If you have a PC and a mobile phone equipped with NFC, you can easily download a new game from a website directly onto this mobile phone for your kid using NFC. And this same principle will work for any sort of data transfer between two pieces of equipment when they support NFC. There is no need to set up communication manually provided that the applications are capable of handling the communication. This opens countless possibilities for content transfer and management of personal data stored within different types of consumer electronics equipment.

2. NFC with other Protocols

Imagine that you would like to transfer a large amount of information between two computers – a desktop and a laptop. Let’s say you want to transfer a presentation file. Using NFC may be slow and we decide to use something with more bandwidth. Let’s say for this example we use Bluetooth. Now, to set up Bluetooth communication [22] between two computers we would need to set it up manually with a password to protect the communication. Using NFC [1] [2] we can set up this communication by simply touching the two computers:

Fig: 3. A Set up of communication for other protocols
Touch the computers at the “hot spot”. They will open a connection to exchange the parameters of the Bluetooth communication and establish a secret key. The Bluetooth communication is established as a second step of this procedure without any human interference using the exchanged parameters.

Fig: 3.1. A Set up of communication for other protocols

Now the computers can be put away from each other but the communication continues using the session of Bluetooth that was established previously.

3. The protocol

The protocol is based on a wireless interface. There are always two parties to the communication; hence the protocol is also known as peer-to-peer communication protocol. The protocol establishes wireless network connections between network appliances and consumer electronics devices.

The interfaces operate in the unregulated RF band of 13.56 MHz. This means that no restrictions are applied and no licenses are required for the use of NFC [1] [2] [3] devices in this RF band. Of course,
NFC protocol [22] [26] distinguishes between the Initiator and the Target of the communication. Any device may be either an Initiator or a Target. The Initiator, as follows from the name, is the device that initiates and controls the exchange of data. The Target is the device that answers the request from the Initiator.

NFC protocol also distinguishes between two modes of operation: Active mode and Passive mode. All devices support both communication modes. The distinction is as follows:

- In the Active mode of communication both devices generate their own RF field to carry the data.
- In the Passive mode of communication only one device generates the RF field while the other device uses load modulation to transfer the data. The protocol specifies that the Initiator is the device responsible to generate the RF field.

The application sets the initial communication speed at 106, 212 or 424 Kbit/s. Subsequently the application and/or the communication environment may require speed adaptation, which can be done during communication.

NFCIP-1[5] [6] [7] [9] uses different modulation and bit encoding schemes depending on the speed. While establishing the communication, the Initiator starts the communication in a particular mode at a particular speed. The Target determines the current speed and the associated low-level protocol automatically and answers accordingly.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a high level perspective on different NFC applications that can be used in the public transit industry. The Smart Card Alliance Transportation Council has prepared this white paper to foster greater understanding of NFC technology, explain its role in the transit industry. NFC technology has the potential to redefine the mobile arena by offering new opportunities for people to communicate, make purchases, and access information. However, the complexity of the NFC ecosystem and the challenges of widespread deployment have so far limited NFC deployment primarily to pilot testing.
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